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Quite often I run into authors who prefer to sub-
mit their manuscripts to journals other than 
Canadian Family Physician (CFP). The main argu-

ments they give are that the process is too long and too 
complicated ... submissions are always rejected ... the 
journal is not prestigious enough ... its citation rate—
impact factor—is too low ... etc. And among franco-
phone authors, the favourite response is: If I’m going to 
publish, I want to be read! In short, I hear a whole lot of 
comments that do nothing to reassure me, wide-eyed 
young scientific editor that I am.

Let’s see whether these allegations are well founded.

Allegation 1: The process is too long and 
complicated and the rate of rejection high
With implementation of the manuscript management 
system, Manuscript Central, the process of submitting 
and tracking manuscripts sent to CFP is simpler and 
more practical. Anyone can now submit a manuscript 
on-line and follow the progress of the text. Since the 
installation of this system, processing time has been 
shortened: at the moment, it is about 48 days between 
submission and first decision.

As for the acceptance rate, it varies a lot depending 
on the type of article submitted. Actually, about 60% of 
research articles are accepted. Of course the acceptance 
rate will vary over the next few years, notably to take 
into account the increasing volume of submissions. Last 
year, CFP received 25% more manuscripts than it did the 
previous year.

There are no grounds for this allegation.

Allegation 2: CFP is not prestigious enough, 
and its impact factor is too low
This complaint usually comes from researchers who 
think it’s a defeat to publish anywhere but in the big 
journals or from academics who consider that publish-
ing in CFP will not do enough to advance their careers. 
It’s true that with its impact factor of 0.7 in 2006, CFP 
looked like a poor relation compared with the big jour-
nals, such as the New England Journal of Medicine, the 
Lancet, and the British Medical Journal. Nonetheless, this 
citation rate puts CFP in a class with the biggest family 
medicine journals in the world among which the differ-
ence in ratings is minimal. For example, in 2005, only 

0.68 points separated the highest-rated family medicine 
journal (British Journal of General Practice at 1.73) from 
the lowest (Family Medicine at 1.043); CFP was in the 
middle of the pack at 1.09.

There are some grounds for this allegation.

Allegation 3: Publishing in French in CFP is 
pointless if I want to be read
Finally, the most deplorable myth is the one put for-
ward by francophones who think that publishing in 
French is useless. Is it necessary to emphasize how 
little these authors contribute to CFP, which calls itself 
bilingual and representative of the Canadian reality? 
The question of French in communications is a verita-
ble Pandora’s box. Everyone recognizes that English is 
the language of communication and science. And it is 
true that a good number of our anglophone colleagues 
ignore everything not written in their language and 
skip over the articles written in French. Nevertheless, 
CFP has always made an effort to translate all the edi-
torials and all the abstracts of research and continu-
ing medical education articles. And from now on, most 
francophone authors who submit an article in French 
will see their articles published in French in the journal 
and translated into English and accessible on the web 
via CFPlus. Who could ask for more than that?

This allegation is, therefore, false. I hope no franco-
phone author ever again says to me that publishing in 
French is useless.

In the end, all these potential authors, the academ-
ics who dream of the New England Journal of Medicine 
and the francophones who publish in English, make me 
think of a certain tipsy seal in Alaska pining for his lost 
love and trying to balance balloons on his nose.1 In truth, 
what’s really missing at CFP is not an impact factor of 
10 nor all the articles uniformly in English, but rather a 
feeling of belonging to all of its readers.

What a pity.
Meanwhile, I’m going to read “Ear candling” (page 

2121). What a jewel for a family doctor, be he researcher, 
academic, or French! 
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